A midwife or your LMC will take recordings of baby’s heartbeat on a monitor
which usually lasts about 20-30 minutes. We will also check your blood pressure and the growth of your baby.

At the hospital a doctor may perform a brief ultrasound scan to check the
amount of ﬂuid surrounding your baby.

The midwife may recommend that you have an ultrasound scan soon,
possibly within the next 24 hours, as this looks at how big baby is and can also
see how much water (liquor) is around the baby. This is another thing that is
important.

My baby’s movements
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Baby movements are a very important way of knowing that your baby is
well.
Babies start moving early in pregnancy, but at ﬁrst you will not feel them.
Slowly you will start to feel li5le ﬂu5ers, between 16 – 22 weeks, and these
will build up to being strong movements as baby grows in size and strength

Each baby’s movements feel diﬀerent to any other baby.
Usually, an acGve baby is a healthy baby.
•

Fewer movements (reduced)

•

no movements (absent) or

•

a change in your baby’s normal movements might mean that your baby
is unwell.

Is it true that babies move less before labour?
Babies do not stop moving just because they are due – they keep moving
unGl they are born.
It is important to remember that your baby should remain acGve during your
enGre pregnancy.

What do you do if you are not sure about your baby’s movements?
When did they change or stop?
Remember that normal movements are a sign of a healthy baby.

It is important to get familiar with the normal pa!ern for your baby.
Because movements help you and us to know more about how well baby is, it
is important that you;

It is hard to know how many Gmes a baby should move as they are all so
diﬀerent. Experts have found that babies will normally move 10 Gmes or
more in every 2 hours.

If your baby’s movements remain reduced, absent or s&ll feel
diﬀerent to normal;
•

Call your lead maternity carer (LMC) or your nearest maternity unit/
hospital right away

•

Think about how oPen your baby moves

•

Think about whether your baby has a pa5ern or rouGne of moving

We will take your worries seriously.

•

Think about the type of movements you feel from your baby

Tell us all about what is happening – someGmes this feels embarrassing but
they could be important details.

‘Movements ma5er’ ¹
Video

What will happen?

h5p://bit.ly/2dOIihg

You will be asked if you have any problems with your health and whether this
is the ﬁrst episode of reduced fetal movements
You will be asked to come to the maternity unit or hospital.
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